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LH + RH BLUM + SALICE RUNNERS

S9 'TRADITIONAL' SHELF UNIT
WITH OPTIONAL DRAWERS
Unit sides are pre drilled for 6 x fixed shelves / plinth brackets and drawer
runner holes to accommodate up to 4 drawers. Unit sides are not handed.
Shelf holes are 5mm in diameter and drawer runner holes are 3mm in
diameter
Standard fixed shelf positions shown in red.
If drawers are added adjust shelf position to suit shown in green
Fit dowels into unit side and raffix cam into shelves.
The plinth is fitted using two furniture plate brackets, holes provided.
Carefully stand unit upright (suggest two people), place in position and fix
to wall using two brackets.
Fix drawer runners in 3mm holes (shown in blue) provided and assemble
drawer boxes (a PVA glue is recommended)
Pull the drawer runners out both sides and sit the drawer box on them
locating the tabs at the back of the runners into the holes at the back of
the box. When the box is sitting square push the location pin at the front
of the runner into the pre drilled hole in the bottom of the box on both
sides.
Drawer boxes have to be drilled to attach the front. To assist positioning
in the fixings pack will be two arrow headed bolts. Screw into the
adjusters and offer front to box. When happy with position push the front
onto the box to give hole location marks. Drill using a 6mm drill bit. Use a
block inside drawer to avoid break out.
Drawers can be adjusted using the eyeball adjusters and also the nylon
leveller on the runner itself.
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